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INTRODUCTION 

April 30 thru May 3 at the Queen Anne’s County 4-H Park 

Join us for an Old Fashioned Maintenance Rally at this beautiful 4-H park with electric and 

water provided at each site (Dump available).  We will get our rigs ready for the Camping season 

and enjoy some fun and fellowship (to coin a phrase).  This is an equal opportunity rally so bring 

your wife, buddy, children or grandchildren.  This is also a ‘Do it yourself maintenance Rally’ 

where the teachers (Phil Broomall and Howard Lefkowitz) provide the expertise and you,  

your mate, children, etc. provide the hands.  The only exceptions are (1) you are older than 

Howard; (2) you are handicapped; (3) it is too complicated to explain in a short time period so 

we will just do it; or (4) you are the Demo. 

WHAT IS COVERED 

Areas we will cover include all of the propane appliances for gas leaks and proper operation, 

tank regulators, fittings, connections and gas pressure; external electrical connections for 

appliances, electric jacks, breakaway switch and tow vehicle connections; lubrication of the 

electrical connections; clean all external compartment hinges with WD40 and lubricate with 

Silicone spray; check and lubricate locks; check all external lights; check operation of the 

breakaway system; check proper setup of trailer hitch including torque of mounting bolts and 

ball mount; check batteries, charger and connections; check wheel lug torque and age of tires; 

clean Air Conditioner filter; lubricate all rubber seals and lubricate anything else that moves 

including the awnings.  Provide advice and/or repair of any problem areas found. 
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PROGRAM  

Thursday has been added as a free day with all meals on your own.  We will have a general 

discussion on RV problems that drive us crazy and how to troubleshoot them.  At Friday Happy 

hour (4:00 pm) we will discuss how we do the maintenance rally and what will happen on 

Saturday and Sunday.  Friday evening, after dinner, while doing justice to the dessert, we will 

have a Roundtable discussion on any RV problems or question’s you might have.  Saturday we 

will spend the day maintaining.  Saturday after dinner, we will have our Business Meeting (Unit 

Option).  Sunday we will finish off any leftover work (or food). 

FOOD 

At the Friday night potluck dinner we will supply the main dish.  Please coordinate side dishes 

and/or dessert with Howard.  Saturday, Pancake & Sausage Breakfast; Sunday Bagel & Bun 

Breakfast; Saturday dinner do your own cookout or visit the local fish restaurants; lunches are 

on your own all three days. Total rally cost $65 per rig for everything (no Clown rigs with 10 

campers hidden in the basement). 

 

 

REGISTER 

Name   _____________________________      WBCCI#   __________ 

Email    __________________________ 

RV Type   __________________________   Number Attending    _______   

Phone   ____________________ 

I will bring for Potluck 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Make Checks Payable to Howard Lefkowitz, 11508 Colt Terrace, Silver Spring, MD 20902,      wa3vez@comcast.net  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:wa3vez@comcast.net
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Typical Schedule 

April 30 Thursday: 

This is an optional early arrival day where you can meet the teachers and get ready 

for the Rally.  All meals are on your own.   

Happy Hour:  3:30 pm (Discussion of your problems and Q & A) 

May 1 Friday: 

Arrival, Check-in and Park           10:00 am to 4:00 pm 

Happy Hour: How we will do the Maintenance Rally     4:00 to 5:00 pm 

Dinner: Bring a side dish and/or dessert, main dish will be  

  Provided please coordinate your dish contribution with 

  Howard ( wa3vez@comcast.net )                6:00 to 7:30 pm 

Roundtable Problems you are having,                                              7:30 to 8:30 pm 

       

 

May 2 Saturday:  

Breakfast:        Pancake & Sausage       8:00 to 8:45 am 

Demo  Live demo on cleaning and treating gaskets    9:00 to 9:30 am 

Maintain         All day.  (Lunch on your own) 

Happy Hour    (Questions and list of open problems)      4:00 to 5:00 pm 

Dinner             (Cook-out or local eatery on your own)      5:30 to 7:00 pm 

UNIT Business Meeting (optional)           7:30 to 9:00 pm 

 

May 3 Sunday: 

Breakfast:  Coffee, bagels, buns       9:00 to 10:00am 

Maintain  Finish any leftover work, questions, answers, 

mailto:wa3vez@comcast.net
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   Recommendations       9:30 to 12:00 am 

Hot Dogs  End of Rally lunch cook out and disposal of leftovers. 

 

Have a safe trip home and enjoy the coming Rally Season. 

 

The Rally announcement, registration, schedule and directions to the site are 

emailed to each member of the Unit and posted on their Web Site.  They are also 

sent to the local Air Stream Dealer for his bulletin board.   

The Unit Membership Chairman should also send them to each new Airstream 

purchaser in the area to encourage them to attend the Rally.  Once a new RV owner 

finds out how much he can learn about his rig from the local WBCCI Unit he will 

clearly see the value of joining our club. 

 

ARRIVING AT THE SITE 

Set up a check-in crew and have them direct the rig to a flat sight.  Each participant should be 

given a copy of the Inspection charts and Maintenance check lists.  These can be used to record 

any data measurements , problems found and recommendations.   

 First measure the total length, maximum height and maximum width of the rig.   

 Check all of the rig lights and record any that require repair.   

 Individually measure the level of the trailer and tow vehicle or the motorhome & towed 

vehicle. 

 Disconnect the electric cable and pull the breakaway switch.  The trailer breaks should 

lock. 

 Inspect the breakaway cable attach points on the tow vehicle and make sure it is mounted 

correctly 

 Make sure the breakaway chains are properly crossed and are not dragging on the ground. 
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Figures (1), (2) and (3) are the checklists where any discrepancies or problem areas are recorded. 

After the initial checks, the rigs should be parked and connected to shore power in order to fully 

charge the batteries. 

 

OPERATING PROCEDURES 

I use a bucket approach for the different tests and operations.  The number of duplicate buckets 

depends on the size of the group.   

 Clean & Lube (WD-40, Silicone Spray, Spray Grease)  

 Electrical Contacts (Crocus cloth and electric contact spray) 

 Gaskets, rubber seals and locks (303 and lock lube) 

 Propane tests (gas tester and professional meter) 

 Batteries (Battery clean spray, silicon dielectric, terminal protection spray, battery load 

tester, digital voltmeter, special wrench) 

 Wheel nut & Hitch bolts torque (Torque wrench, black 6-point air socket set, large 

wrench handle, PB blaster) 

When each member finishes his rig, he passes on the bucket to his neighbor along with the 

proper test procedure.  Each bucket also contains a roll of paper towels.  Dirty towels are kept in 

the bucket until it gets too full at which point the current user empties them into the trash 

container at the Rally leader’s site.  You typically need a bucket for each ten attendees for the 

Clean & Lube and Gasket buckets. 

How the different chemicals and equipment are used is reviewed during Happy Hour on Friday 

night. 
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                                                   Figure (1) 
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                                              Figure (2) 
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                                                                   Figure (3) 
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Figure (4) Adjusting Equalizer Hitch details a method for determining if the hitch is adjusted 

correctly.  Follow this procedure and record the measurements. 

 

 

                                                              Figure (4)  
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BATTERY CHECK 

If the batteries have any corrosion on the terminals clean them with the spray cleaner before 

making any measurements.  You can also make a paste with baking soda and water to apply to 

the batteries.  Thoroughly clean the terminals, batteries and the compartment, with before doing 

any tests.  Each participant who wants a battery test should remove them from the storage 

compartment and disconnect the ground terminals from both batteries so each of them can be 

independently tested.  The best check is a load test even if it is only for 10 or 15 seconds.  Figure 

(5) illustrates a 100-amp tester from Harbour Freight that we use for load testing RV batteries.  

The momentary contact switch provides the load for about 10 -15 sec. 

   

                     

                                  Figure (5) Battery Load Tester 
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You can use the meter and as long as the reading is in the green range, the battery is in 

reasonable shape.  Before re-installing the batteries remove the hot side red cable, clean both the 

terminal, and cable clamp using the special wire brush.  Lightly coat the terminal with silicon 

dielectric paste, which protects the connection.  Re-install the hot side and then the ground cable.  

A fully charged battery should measure 12.7 volts with less than 12.0 volts indicating a battery 

almost in a deep cycle.  Spray the terminals with the connection protection plastic coating before 

re-installing the batteries in their compartment. 

When disconnecting batteries always remove the ground cable first.  When 

installing batteries always attaché the ground cable last. 

 

CLEAN & LUBE 

All external hinges including every compartment, drawer and door hinge should be lubricated 

with silicon spray.  If the hinges are covered with old grease, oil or just dirty then spray some 

WD 40 on a pad of paper towel and clean them.  After cleaning, you must remove any left over 

WD 40 before you lubricate them.  Lubricate every moving joint on all of the awnings including 

sliding arms and rollers.  Lube all of the moving joints on both the TV and Satellite antennas.  

Also, lube all of the window arm pivot points.  Use the spray grease on all of the moving step 

joints.  Use the minimum spray needed to provide a lite coating. 

 

RUBBER GASKETS & LOCKS 

Make a paper towel pad and lightly spray with 303.  Wipe every window, compartment and door 

gasket.  This will help to preserve the seals.  Also, treat the seals on the internal appliance doors 

and fan covers.  Spray the lock lubricant into every compartment and door lock including the 

water fill door. 

 

ELCTRICAL CONTACTS & PLUGS 

Check the main trailer cable pins for corrosion.  Clean them with the crocus cloth and then spray 

both the sockets and pins with Radio Circuit Spray.  This spray leaves no residue for oil or 

grease to accumulate.  Every couple of years you should remove the Refrigerator circuit board 

cover and unplug each Molex connector, spray with cleaner and reconnect it.  Also, do this with 

the multi-pin socket and the individual wire connectors for the water heater.  Check the green 

ground wire in the water heater to make sure it is tight. 
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Check all of your major grounds including both the batteries and the Converter wire to be sure 

they are clean and tight.  Check the trailer cable grounding point on the A-frame. 

Usually external lights corrode rather than burn out bulbs.  It could be the bulb contact surface, 

the socket or both.  These should be cleaned and then install the bulbs after coating the metal 

contact parts with silicon dielectric.  

If you have the newer tank, monitor system there is a phone jack connection to each tank sensor 

near the valve outlet pipes.  This jack is exposed to the elements and will corrode over time.  It 

can be cleaned if you catch it early otherwise, you will have to replace the sensor or the plug.  

This is a standard phone jack plug except for the wiring.  Be sure you note the wire color order if 

you have to replace the plug.  The sensor phone jack socket should be filled with silicon 

dielectric before you attach the plug.  When you order a new sensor, it will come with a small 

tube of the dielectric for this purpose.   

 

PROPANE 

Figure (6) illustrates an inexpensive leak detector that sells for about $25.  Leaks usually occur at 

joints, valves and connections.  Check the tank regulators and shut-off valves for leaks.  Check 

near any of the Propane appliances.  If you get any indication then a Professional Detector which 

has sufficient sensitivity to find the actual component that is causing the leak.  If you are going to 

use Teflon tape to stop the leak be sure and obtain the special yellow tape that is designed for gas 

fittings.  Our Unit purchased a TIF 8800 instrument over 15 years ago and other than a new set 

of batteries it has worked flawlessly.  These sell for about $175 and can detect almost any type of 

gas leak.  In fact I used it to find a carbon monoxide leak caused by a crack in my home Gas 

Heater firebox.  They can also help to find gas fume leaks in a car, which turned out to be a 

faulty gas cap.  Our Unit purchased the gas detector and a quality torque wrench at the same 

time, which are made available at every Rally. 

 

WHEELS & TIRES 

Every participant should torque his wheel lugs to the specifications in his Manual.  Years ago 

there were only two torque levels one for Aluminum and a different value for Steel wheels.  

Aluminum wheels have changed and the torque levels increased to levels higher than for the 

older steel wheels lugs.  You must check your Manual to know the correct wheel lug torque.  If 

you are not sure, contact Airstream and provide the year, model and serial number of your trailer.  

If you have changed, the wheels check with the manufacturer to determine the proper torque 

level.  Our unit purchased a used Snap-on Torque wrench and had it calibrated by one of their 

sales trucks.  It has a simple dial for setting the torque and it does not have to be unloaded after 
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use to maintain the calibration.  I recommend that the Unit purchase a quality wrench and have it 

checked every year or so.  I also recommend the use of a black 6-point socket that has been 

designed for use with an air-wrench.  You should at least purchase the correct size for your 

wheel nuts and carry this in your toolbox.   

                 

                       

                                    Figure (6) Propane Leak Detector 

 

HITCH PLATFORM 

Tighten the A-frame and hitch platform bolts.  Be sure and check the ball mount.  Figure (7) and 

(8) illustrate how you identify the bolt grade and the proper torque levels.  Manufacturers select 

different grade bolts based upon the holding power required for different mating surfaces.  It is 

very important to properly torque these bolts to their designed level to get the required joint 

strength.  If you are not, sure what size you have, buy a set of different bolt sizes to carry with 

you.   
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                               Figure (7) Nut & Bolt Grades 
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                                          Figure (8) Nut & Bolt Torque 
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TRAILER CHECKLISTS  

Figures (9) & (10) are a maintenance checklist for your Trailer to insure that you are ready for a 

hopefully trouble free Camping Season.  Instructions for sanitizing your fresh water tank are 

included.  I recommend completely draining your tanks and lines after every trip.  Make this an 

easy task by providing external or easily accessed drain valves.  My 1990 classic Motorhome had 

three valves for draining the hot, cold and fresh water tank.  The problem is they were located 

under the rear bed and could only be accessed by removing the bed mattress and removing two 

large plywood panels.  This meant removing about 30 screws.  After doing this a few times I 

opened all of the built in drain valves permanently and attached fourth valve that I located 

underneath the outside shell.  Now. By simply opening one easy to access valve I could 

completely drain the water system. 

 

                      Figure (9) Maintenance Checklist One 
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                                 Figure (10) Maintenance Check List Two 
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MOTORHOME CHECKLISTS 

 

 

                        Figure (11) Motorhome Spring Checklist 
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                Figure (12) Motorhome Mileage Maintenance Schedule 
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WINTERIZING YOUR RV 

(Based on an article by Dave Schumann) 

1. Drain and flush fresh water tank  

2. Drain and flush gray water holding tank  

3. Drain and flush black water holding tank   

4. Drain and flush hot water tank   

5. If you have low-point drain lines under your RV:   

 

o Open the hot and cold faucets in your RV   

o Uncap the low-point drain lines; let water drain completely   

o Recap Drain Lines   

o Close the hot and cold faucets   

 

 6.  Blow out the water lines:   

 

o Screw on compressed air adapter onto main fresh water inlet  

o Apply compressed air, keeping pressure to less than 60 psi  

o Open each faucet, one at a time, to force water out of lines  

o Drain water filter canisters 

o Depending on your unit you may have a washing machine, icemaker or 

 dishwasher; the lines to these would also have to be drained and blown 

 out. (Consult owner’s manual)   

o If you have, a tank flush be sure to blow out also  

o Make sure to open each faucet in the RV, including the shower and toilet 

 (Don’t forget the hand sprayer)  

o Open hot water drain plug and blow out the water in this tank   

o Remove compressed air and compressed air adapter   

o Replace drain plug in hot water heater and close all faucets 

  
7.  Put Antifreeze in the water lines:   

(If you are confident that you have successfully blown out all the water from your system, at 

this point you would add antifreeze to all traps.  One cupful in each is usually enough.  

Winterizing would be complete at this point. This would be followed by the addition of 

vegetable oil as outlined below (n.).   

If you have special equipment (washer, Aqua-Hot, dishwasher, etc.) or want to be certain you 

are winterized then you may also fill the system with antifreeze as follows: 

a. Use RV Non-Toxic Antifreeze ONLY  

b. Approximately 1-2 gallons should be plenty  
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c. Make sure water pump is off and all faucets are closed  

d. Close the Water Bypass Valve to your hot water tank  

NOTE: If you do not have a Water Bypass Valve for your hot water tank, seriously consider 

having one installed.  Otherwise, in addition to the water lines you will end up filling the hot 

water tank with antifreeze.  It is not harmful, but you will use an additional six gallons of 

antifreeze.  

e. Disconnect the water line where it joins the fresh water tank       -or- 

If your RV is so equipped, shut off the valve coming from the fresh water tank and open the 

valve for the winterizing inlet line   

f. Place the water inlet line (either from the main system or the winterizing line) into the jug or 

other source container with the RV antifreeze.   

g. Switch on the water pump; it will start to suck up the antifreeze into the lines   

h. Open each valve of each faucet slowly, one at a time, until the red antifreeze starts coming out.  

Once flowing shut off the faucet valve.  Note: If for some reason you can't drain the water lines 

using the low point drain lines and you can't blow out the lines with compressed air, you will 

have to wait until the antifreeze pushes out the fresh water in the lines before closing the valve.  

A rule of thumb; do not shut off the valve until the antifreeze starts coming out.  

i. Remember to also do this for the toilet and the shower.  

j. Be sure to drain water filter.  Remove filter before adding anti-freeze and store in zip loc bag. 

k. Shut off the water pump  

l. Remove the inlet line from the antifreeze, then either:  Re-attach the water line to the fresh 

water tank      -or- 

Close the winterizing inlet valve and reopen the fresh water valve, if your RV is so equipped.   

m. Pour a small amount of antifreeze down each drain to ensure that the sink traps have 

antifreeze in them.   

n. Pour about a cup of vegetable oil into into each holding tank and put about one inch in the 

toilet bowl.  This will help keep your drain valves and toilet seal lubricated during the winter. 

8.  You Are Done!   
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RV STORAGE 

 

 

 

 

                                      Figure (13) Storing For The Winter 

 

GENERATORS 

During the Winter months generators should be run 2 to 3 times for at least two hours, under 

load (turn on the Air Conditioner heat strip).  Figure (14) details the maintenance for both gas 

and diesel units. 
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                             Figure (14) Generator Maintenance 
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WHY RUN AN ANNUAL MAINTENANCE RALLY? 

Besides the obvious benefits to our current membership, it showcases the most important 

resource available from WBCCI: 

THE EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF AIRSTREAM RV PRODUCTS (how to properly 

use and take care of them). 

Over the 25 years I have constantly heard that we are not growing because this new generation of 

Airstream buyers are not joiners, they are too busy, they do not have the time, they still work, 

there are too many competing activities , etc., etc. 

With Airstream, enjoying the largest annual sales growth in its history our membership should be 

significantly growing every year.  What WBCCI has to sell is our knowledge of the products the 

new potential members are buying. Yes, I said sell, which is absolutely required when we are 

competing for the leisure time of a new member.   

WBCCI Units should be running Maintenance Rallies all over the country (maybe 15 or 20) 

every year during April.  These should be on every Airstream Dealers Bulletin Board and 

extensively advertised.  Every owner of an Airstream Product should be invited to attend.  It does 

not have to be a free Rally.  It has never been a cost problem.  Once the potential new member 

finds the answers to their questions they will begin to learn about the Caravans and the Fun, 

Fellowship and Adventure will follow. 

 


